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Ministry of Education and Technical Education  

Undersecretary for Curriculum Development  

Science Development Department 

  

Mock test (1) for grade 5 primary, 

First Term, 2022/2023 

 

Question (1) :  

(A) choose the correct answer:  

1- Photosynthesis process takes place inside …………. 

a-roots             b-stems             c-leaves                 d-flowers 

2- The food chain always starts with …………… 

a-producers     b-consumers     c-decomposers     d- predators  

3- The particles are packed tightly with each other is …………. 

a-water            b-iron                 c- oxygen             d- all the previous              

4- The measuring unit of mass is………… 

a- liter              b- gram                c- cm                  d- ml  

 

(B) Form the food chain by using the following organisms: 

a- small fish      b- seabirds      c-bacteria       d- micro-organisms floating on the surface 

of the sea.   

   

Question (2) :  

(A) Put ( √ ) in front of the correct statements and ( × ) in front of wrong one: 

1- The transport system of plant does the same function of circulatory system in 

human.                                                             (          ) 

2- Habitat loss is one of the main causes of extinction.         (          ) 

3- The roof of desert home is similar to rainforest home.     (          ) 

4- The matter changes from one state to other by increasing or decreasing of 

temperature.                                                  (          ) 

 

(B) What are the main parts of plant? 

 

Question (3):  

(A) complete the following statements by using the following words: 

(Phloem – bacteria and fungi – measuring tape – melts – balance – evaporates) 

1- One example of decomposers is …………… 

2- ……………. transports the glucose from the leaves to other parts of plants. 

3- When ice …………., it will change from solid state to liquid one. 

4- We can measure the length of classroom by using ……………… 

(B) What is the reason for coral bleaching?  

 

(End of Questions)  



 

Ministry of Education and Technical Education  

Undersecretary for Curriculum Development  

Science Development Department 

  

Mock test (2) for grade 5 primary, 

First Term, 2022/2023 

 

Question (1) :  

(A) choose the correct answer :  

1- …………… is from nonliving part of ecosystem. 

a-fungi   b-plant  c-soil   d-grasshopper 

2- Lion is from …………… 

a-producers  b-grass eaters  c- meat eaters  d- decomposers  

3- From an example of matter that attract to magnet is …………. 

a-cork   b-iron    c- wood   d- plastic              

4- The measuring unit of volume………… 

a- cm      b- gram         c- cm3     d- kg 

(B) Form the food chain by using the following organisms: 

a- grass     b- rat      c-hawk        d- snake  

  

 Question (2) :  

 

(A) Put ( √ ) in front of the correct statements and ( × ) in front of wrong one: 

1- The plants make their own food by respiration.       (          )                                                         

2- Decomposers haven not a role in the ecosystem.      (          ) 

3- The atmosphere is a mixture of many gases.                  (          ) 

4- Glass is a transparent material used in making eye glass  (          )                                                

 

(B) Mention two methods of seed dispersal. 

 

Question (3):  

(A) complete the following statements by using the following words : 

(model – physical – chemical – imbalance – producers – decomposers) 

1- When a drought occurs in a lake, it causes………..in ecosystem  . 

2- The …………get the energy from sunlight. 

3- Iron rust and burning reactions are from…………..change. 

4-   ………………is a copy that is similar to real thing to show what it looks like or 

work like. 

(B) What are the reasons of losing habitat?  

 

 

(End of Questions)  



(End of Questions) 

 

 

شاهدوا فيديوهات القناة 

في كل درسالمهم  لمعرفة  

          

Ministry of Education and Technical Education 

Undersecretary for Curriculum Development 

Science Development Department 

 

Mock test (1) for grade 5 primary, 

First Term, 2022/2023 

Question (1) : 

(A) choose the correct answer: 

1- Photosynthesis process takes place inside …………. 

a-roots b-stems c-leaves d-flowers 

2- The food chain always starts with …………… 

a-producers b-consumers c-decomposers d- predators 

3- The particles are packed tightly with each other is …………. 

a-water b-iron c- oxygen d- all the previous 

4- The measuring unit of mass is………… 

a- liter b- gram c- cm d- ml 

 
(B) Form the food chain by using the following organisms: 

a- small fish b- seabirds c-bacteria d- micro-organisms floating on the surface 

of the sea. 

D -A-B-C (micro organism-small fish -sea birds-bacteria) 

Question (2) : 

(A) Put ( √ ) in front of the correct statements and ( × ) in front of wrong one: 

1- The transport system of plant does the same function of circulatory system in 

human. ( )  

2- Habitat loss is one of the main causes of extinction. ( ) 

3- The roof of desert home is similar to rainforest home. ( )  

4- The matter changes from one state to other by increasing or decreasing of 

temperature. ( ) 

(B) What are the main parts of plant? 

Roots -stem -leaves 

Question (3): 

(A) complete the following statements by using the following words: 

(Phloem – bacteria and fungi – measuring tape – melts – balance – evaporates) 

1- One example of decomposers is …bacteria and fungi………… 

2- transports the glucose from the leaves to other parts of plants. phloem 

3- When ice….melts .., it will change from solid state to liquid one. 

4- We can measure the length of classroom by using …measuring tape 

(B) What is the reason for coral bleaching? 

 

Rise  of water temperature .

https://t.me/+GjSL7gXJ7_5hYjU0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKjj5xoJrlOwUOFyFI0ytGw
https://www.facebook.com/YallaStuddy


(End of Questions) 

 

 

شاهدوا فيديوهات القناة 

في كل درسالمهم  لمعرفة  

          

Ministry of Education and Technical Education 

Undersecretary for Curriculum Development 

Science Development Department 

 

Mock test (2) for grade 5 primary, 

First Term, 2022/2023 

Question (1) : 

(A) choose the correct answer : 

1- ...................... is from nonliving part of ecosystem. 

a-fungi b-plant c-soil d-grasshopper 

2- Lion is from …………… 

a-producers b-grass eaters c- meat eaters d- decomposers 

3- From an example of matter that attract to magnet is …………. 

a-cork b-iron c- wood d- plastic 

4- The measuring unit of volume………… 

a- cm b- gram c- cm3 d- kg 

(B) Form the food chain by using the following organisms: 

a- grass b- rat c-hawk d- snake  

A -B-D-C (grass-rat-snake-hawk) 

Question (2) : 

(A) Put ( √ ) in front of the correct statements and ( × ) in front of wrong one: 

1- The plants make their own food by respiration. ( )  

2- Decomposers haven not a role in the ecosystem. ( ) 

3-The atmosphere is a mixture of many gases. ( ) 

4- Glass is a transparent material used in making eye glass ( ) 

(B) Mention two methods of seed dispersal. 

 

1- By wind           2 – sticking by animal fur   

Question (3): 

(A) complete the following statements by using the following words : 

(model – physical – chemical – imbalance – producers – decomposers) 

1-   When a drought occurs in a lake, it causes imbalance in 

ecosystem .                                                                                                        

2- The producers get the energy from sunlight. 

3- Iron rust and burning reactions are from chemical change. 

4-is a copy that is similar to real thing to show what it looks like or 

work like. model 

(B) What are the reasons of losing habitat? 

Climate change -pollution -human activities 

https://t.me/+GjSL7gXJ7_5hYjU0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKjj5xoJrlOwUOFyFI0ytGw
https://www.facebook.com/YallaStuddy
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Grade 5 model exams  

Model exam (1) 

1-Complete the following statements from the brackets :  

1 - The leaves of plants absorb…...                                                                     ( Water - Carbon Dioxide ) 

2 - Food web show……          (Food interaction between organisms - components of the Ecosystem) 

3 - Particles in the gaseous state…….                                                                    (coherent  - Incoherent) 

4 - A gram is equal to a mass of ……………                                                        (Paper clip - liter of water) 

5 – ………Process occurs When oxygen reacts with carbon and hydrogen.            (Rusting - Burning) 

2-Put (✓) in front of the correct phrase and  (✗) in front of the wrong statement: 

1 - scavengers help in the decomposition of the remains of dead plants and animals into nutrients. (      ) 

2 - Seabirds build their nests on top of mountain cliffs .                                                                                (     ) 

3 - Solids take the shape of its container.                                                                                                          (     ) 

4 - The volume of water can be measured using a thermometer.                                                               (      ) 

5 - Rubber is used in the manufacture of glasses.                                                                                           (      ) 

3- Choose from column (A) what suits column (B): 

column (A) column (B): 

1-Pine tree leaves  
2 – Shelter to many fish  
3 -From helium properties 
 4 – From  copper properties 

(  ) Lighter than air. 
(   )Electrical conductor. 
(  ) Small and needle shape  
(  )Coral Reefs 

 

B- From the opposite fig, plant was covered with a bag for several days,: 

1 - The plant becomes………….. (Strong and green - yellow and weak). 
 
2 - Plant will.....................food (Stop producing  – produce ).  
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Model exam 2 

1-Choose the correct answer: 

1- plant makes its food by photosynthesis process in the presence of the sun, water and ……………gas  

a-Nitrogen                            b- carbon dioxide                              c- oxygen                                               d- ozone 

2 - ………… from living organisms in the ecosystem  

a- Sunlight                               b- Plant                                                c-Rock                                                   d-A and B 

3- particles of gas state …………. 

A -move slowly                       B-  close to each other            c- move fast                                        d-very strong  

4 - Balloons filled with…………………………. gas. 

 a-oxygen                                 b- carbon dioxide                              C-helium                                               d- radon  

5 - The substance that has a fixed shape is ................................. . 

A – solids                                B- liquid                                                 c- gas                                                    D-A and B 

B -Choose from column (A) what suits column (B) 

column (A) column (B) 

1 - Natural habitats. 
2 - Small fish. 

(  )It is considered food for microorganisms. 
(   )Provide living organisms with what they need 
( ) Considered food for seabirds 

Q.2 -A- Put  (✓) in front of the correct phrase and (✗) in front of the wrong statement: 

1 – hair roots reduce the amount of water and nutrients absorbed by the plant. (      ) 

2 – Hawks get energy from animals indirectly.                                                              (      ) 

3 - Gaseous substances change their shape and volume with the change of the shape and volume of the 

vessel in which they are placed.                                                                                        (      ) 

B- Complete the following statements from the brackets : 

1 - Bread mold  and mushrooms are…………...                   (decomposers  - Consumers  ) 

2 - Tubers are found  in .     ………….                                   (Potato plant - grape plant) 

3 - When the water is heated to a boiling point, the amount of water………………     (Decrease - Increase) 

Q.3 – Arrange the following organisms to form a correct food chain  
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Model exam 3 

Q.1.A - Complete the following statements from the brackets : 

1 - The leaves of plants contain……….. gives them their green color. (Chlorophyll - Stomata ) 

2 - ……..is a consumer in the third level of the food chain.                   (Sheep - Lion) 

3 - Solids, liquids and gaseous matters are similar in  ……………..(having  fixed size – occupying space) 

4 - Solid iron is considered a ……………………material.                          (soft - hard) 

5 - The flow of sand in the hourglass is considered a…………… change.              (Physically - Chemically) 

B- Put (✓) in front of the correct phrase and (✗) in front of the wrong statement: 

1.Green plants are the main source of energy for all living organisms on the planet.               (     ) 

2 - Plastic particles keep the balance of food web in the marine environment.                         (     ) 

3 - The particles of the gaseous matter move faster than the solid and liquid matter.             (     ) 

4 - physical properties of matter can be observed and measured by using the senses.            (      ) 

5 - The freezing process is the reverse process of the melting process.                                        (      ) 

Q.2 - Write the scientific term: 

1 - hair-like shape, found on the roots of plants, increase the amount of water and nutrients absorbed by 

the plant .                                                                                                                           (                               ) 

 2 - A system consisting of the heart and blood vessels, responsible for the transport of nutrients 

and oxygen to and from the body.                                                                              (                                ) 

3 - The amount of matter that the body contain .                                                   (                                ) 

4 - The ability of the material to transfer heat and electricity through it .        (                               ) 

Q.3-The stem in plants has different shapes, determine the shape of the stem in the following 

plants: 

      1 -  trunks and shrubs………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

      2 - Most of the flowers……………………………………………………………………………………………………...          

           3 - Grape plant. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

      4 - Potato plant. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Model exam 4 

Q.1 A - Choose the correct answer: 

1 - Worms from decomposers in the ecosystems because  ......................................... . 

a- They feed on live animals         b- they feed on living plants        c- Produces food             d-  returns nutrients to the soil 

2 - Part that fix plant in the soil is ......................................... . 

a- Root                                              b-Stem                                             c-Leaf                                 d-Flower  

 3 - …………..Matter whose particles move freely 

a- Solid                                              b-Liquid                                            c-Gas                                 d-A and B 

4 - Material of definite volume and takes the shape of its container  is ……………. 

a- air                                                 b- water                                             c-pen                                 d- Book 

5 – from nonliving -things…………………… 

a- Herbs                                           b- Rabbit                                             c-Soil                                  d-Snake 

B- Choose from column (A) what suits column (B)  

column (A) column (B) 

1 - The amount of matter contained in the body is 

2 - The amount of vacuum occupied by the material is 

(    )Temperature. 

(   )Mass. . 

(   ) volume 

Q.2 Put (✓) in front of the correct phrase and (✗) in front of the wrong statement: 

1 - The gaseous substance has a definite volume and shape.                            (   ) 

2 - Each plant or animal may be part of several food chains.                 (   ) 

3 - Plants need water to form a strong stem and leaves.                            (      ) 

Q.3 -A -Complete the following statements from the brackets: 

1 - Xylem transfer water rich in nutrient to…………. ( Top of the plant - bottom of the plant ) 

2 - ………………From secondary consumers.               (Birds - crocodile) 

3 - When the thermal energy of body particles increases, it becomes ……..     (Hotter - cooler) 

B- Form a food chain from the given organisms, What would happen if the number of birds 

decrease             (Snake - Locust - Bird - Weeds – Hawk ). 
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Model exam 5 

1-Choose the correct answer:  

1- Photosynthesis process take place inside   

a- Root                                         b-Stem                                          c-Leaf                                 d-Flower  

2 – The food chain always start with………………………..  

a- producer                                          b- consumer                                 c-decomposer                           d-predator 

3- particles are packed tightly with each other in  …………………………….. 

a -water                                                b-  iron                                c- oxygen                                     d-all the previous 

4 – the measuring unit of mass is  ......................................... . 

 a-liter                                                  b- cm                                             C-gram                                          d- ml  

5 - The substance that has a variable shape and volume shape is ................................. . 

A – solids                                B- liquid                                                 c- gas                                                    D-A and B 

B- Form a food chain from the given organisms,  

(small fish – seabirds – bacteria – microorganisms floating on the surface ) 

Q.2 -A- Put  (✓) in front of the correct phrase and (✗) in front of the wrong statement: 

1 – The transport system of plant does the same function of circulatory system in human .   (     ) 

2 – Habitat loss is one of the main causes of extinction                                                                      (     ) 

3 – The roof of desert home is similar to rainforest home                                                                (     ) 

4-The matter change from one state to another by increasing or decreasing  of temperature(     ) 

B- What is the main parts of plants ?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Q.3 -  A - Complete the following by using the following words 

(Phloem  –bacteria and fungi  – measuring tape – melt – balance – evaporates  )   

1 – ………………transport the glucose from the leaves to other parts of plants  

2 – When ice …………………………it will change from solid state to liquid state  

3 – We can measure the length  of the class room by using ………………………………………………………. 

B – What is the reason for coral bleaching? ………………………………………………………. 
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Model exam 6 

1-Choose the correct answer:  

1- ………………………………..is from non-living parts in ecosystem    

a- Fungi                                          b-Plants                                          c-Soil                                       d-Grasshopper  

2 – Lion is from ………………………..  

a- producer                                          b- grass eaters                               c-decomposer                           d-predator 

3- From the example of matter that attracted to the magnet is  …………………………….. 

a -cork                                               b-  iron                                c- wood                                     d-plastic 

4 – the measuring unit of volume is  ......................................... . 

 a-cm3                                                 b- cm                                             C-gram                                          d- kg 

B- Form a food chain from the given organisms, What would happen if the number of rats 

decrease  ( regarding to the number of grass         (hawk  – grass  – snake  – rat ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Q.2 -A- Put  (✓) in front of the correct phrase and (✗) in front of the wrong statement: 

1 – Plants make their own food by respiration.                                                                                  (     ) 

2 – Decomposer haven’t no role in the ecosystem.                                                                           (     ) 

3 – The atmosphere is a mixture of different gases.                                                                          (     ) 

4-Glass is a transparent material used in making eye glass.                                                            (     ) 

B- Mention two methods of seed dispersal. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Q.3 -  A - Complete the following by using the following words 

(model   –physical   – unbalance – producers – decomposer – chemical   )   

1 – When a drought occurs in a lake , it causes ……………………….in ecosystem   

2 – The ……………….get energy from sunlight. 

3 -Iron rust and burning reactions are from ………………..changes  

4-……………………………is  a copy that is similar to real thing to show what it looks like or work like 

B – What are the reasons of losing habitat? ………………………………………………………. 
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Answer model exam 1 

1- complete 

1- carbon dioxide 2- food interaction 
organisms 

3- incoherent 

4- paper clip. 5- buring 

 

2- put (√ ) or  (× ) 

1- × 2- √ 3-× 

4-× 5- × 
 

3- A - choose from (A) what suits column (B) 

1- small and needle 
shape 

2- Coral Reels 3- lighter than air 

4- Electrical conductor 
 

B- from the apposite fig 

 

 

Answer model exam 2 

1- choose the correct answer 

3- A - choose from (A) what suits columan (B) 

 

 

 

 

1-Yellow and weak 2- Stop producing 

1- Carbon dioxide 2- plant 3- move fast 
4- helium solids 

1- provide living organisms 
with what they need 

2- considered food for seabirds 
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- 

Q.2 a- put (√ ) or  (× ) 

1- × 2- × 3-√ 

 

b- complete 

1- decomposers 2- potato plant 3- decrease 
- Which of the following staements 

 

Q.3 

 

 

Answer model exam 3 

 Q.1-A- complete 

1- Chlorophyll 2- lion 3- occupying space 

4- hard 5-physically 

B- put (√ ) or  (× ) 

1- √ 2- × 3- √ 
4- √ 5- √  

Q.2- Write the scientific term 

1- root hairs 2-Circulatory system 3-mass 

4-conductivity 
 

 Q.3- The steam in plants 

 

 

 

c) Grass -        locust  -          rat  -       Snakes  

1- wooden stem 2- upright stem 3- climbing stem 
4-tubers 
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Answer model exam 4 

Q1- A- choose the correct answer 

1- Returns nutrients 2- root 3- gas 

4- water 5-soil 

 

B- choose from (A) what suits columan (B) 

1- mass 2-volume  
 

 

Q.2- put (√ ) or  (× ) 

1 - × 2-√ 3-√ 
 

Q.3 A - complete the correct answer 

1-Top the palnt crocodile hotter 

 

- Write afood chain 

1- weeds       →      locusts   →  birds →   snake   →   Hawk 

 -The number of locusts increase so the number of of weeds will decrease  

Answer model exam 5 

Q.1) A )  1- leaf        - 2- producer      3- iron      4- gram       5- gas  

 B ) 

 Microorganisms floating on the surface → small fish → seabirds→ bacteria) 
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Q.2 ) A- 

1-  √          2- √         3- x          4- √  

 B-  roots  - stem and leaves  

 

  Q.3) 1- phloem   

           2- melt  

           3-measuring tape 

   B-  from the reasons of coral bleaching rising up the temperature of water 

Answer model exam 6 

1-A-  

1- soil        2- predators      3- iron      4- cm3 
 

B-    Grass  →      rat   →      snake   →      hawk  

   When the number of rat decrease the number of grass will increase 

 

2-A-      1- X              2- X              3-√           4-√ 
B-         by air   - by water  - by the movement of living organisms 

  

3-A-      1- unbalance   

      2-producers     

      3-chemical  

      4-model  

 

B- From the reasons of losing habitat: 

1- cutting trees   

2- add buildings and roads  

3- overfishing  

4- add wastes to water  
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